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When Do We Leave Discourse Relations Underspecified? 
The Effect of Formality and Relation Type
Ludivine Crible
Université catholique de Louvain / University of Edinburgh
Vera Demberg
Universität des Saarlandes
Speakers have several options when they express a discourse relation: they can leave it 
implicit, or make it explicit, usually through a connective. Although not all connectives can 
go with every relation, there is one that is particularly frequent and compatible with very 
many discourse relations, namely and. In this paper, we investigate the effect of discourse 
relation type and text genre on the production and perception of underspecified relations of 
contrast and consequence signalled by and. We combine a corpus study of spoken English, 
a production experiment and a perception experiment in order to test two hypotheses: 
(1) and is more compatible with relations of consequence than of contrast, due to factors of 
cognitive complexity and conceptual differences; (2) and is more compatible with informal 
than formal genres, because of requirements of recipient design. The three studies partially 
converge in identifying a stable effect of relation type and genre on the production and 
perception of underspecified relations of consequence and contrast marked by and.
Keywords: discourse relations, underspecification, production, perception, experimental
Pour exprimer une relation discursive, les locuteurs disposent de plusieurs options : ils peuvent 
la laisser implicite, ou la rendre explicite, généralement par le biais d’un connecteur. Bien que 
chaque connecteur soit spécialisé dans l’expression d’une ou de plusieurs relations, il y en a un qui 
est particulièrement fréquent et compatible avec de nombreuses relations discursives : and [et]. 
Dans cet article, nous étudions l’effet du type de relation et du genre de texte sur la production 
et la perception de relations de contraste et de conséquence sous-spécifiées exprimées par and. 
Nous combinons une étude de corpus sur l’anglais oral, une expérience de production et une 
expérience de perception afin de tester deux hypothèses : (1) and est plus compatible avec la 
relation de conséquence que de contraste, en raison de facteurs liés à la complexité cognitive et 
aux différences conceptuelles ; (2) and est plus compatible avec les gens informels que formels, à 
cause des exigences de recipient design. Les trois études convergent partiellement et identifient 
un effet stable du type de relation discursive et du genre sur la production et la perception des 
relations de conséquence et de contraste sous-spécifiées exprimées par and.
Mots clés : relations discursives, sous-spécification, production, perception, expérimental
1. Introduction
1 It is generally assumed that coherence relies on building discourse relations across 
utterances. Speakers have several options when they express a discourse relation: 
they can leave it implicit, or make it explicit (e.g., Taboada, 2009), usually through 
a “connective”. There are many connectives to choose from, and a lot of them 
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have similar meanings and can be used in different relations. Although not all 
connectives can go with every relation, there is one that is particularly frequent 
and compatible with very many discourse relations, namely and. Besides its core 
meaning of addition, and has been found to co-occur with relations as varied as 
temporal sequence, specification, consequence, even concession (Crible, 2017; 
Gómez Txurruka, 2003; Kitis, 2000; Luscher & Moeschler, 1990; Prasad et al., 
2008; Spooren, 1997). Converging evidence suggests that and is not very informative 
in terms of the instruction it provides for discourse interpretation and processing: 
and is often omitted from translations (Crible et al., 2019); it yields longer reading 
times than more specific connectives (Cain & Nash, 2011); it is produced more 
frequently by children than by adults (Cain & Nash, 2011; Spooren, 1997). As 
such, and is not an ideal choice in all contexts, from the perspective of optimal 
communication.
2        The imbalance between the additive semantics of and and its enriched (causal, 
temporal, contrastive, etc.) interpretations in context can be termed “underspec-
ification”, following Spooren (1997). Underspecified uses of connectives (and in 
particular) correspond to cases where the meaning of the discourse relation is more 
specific than the encoded semantics of the connective. For instance, a relation of 
consequence is more specific than a basic additive relation in that it involves a causal 
inference: the two arguments are not merely conjoined but causally related. Similarly, 
a contrastive relation signals that there is some difference between the conjoined 
arguments. In this paper, we use “polyfunctionality” as a cover term for all types 
of variation in meaning, including underspecification as well as other phenomena 
such as ambiguity (e.g., but between contrast and concession, Asr & Demberg, 
2016). While many connectives are polyfunctional (i.e., they can express multiple 
relations), the specificity of underspecification is that the different meanings of 
the connective are not equally entrenched (the underspecified use “has not been 
incorporated into the lexical meaning”, Spooren, 1997: 153) nor equally informative. 
We here consider and to be such an underspecified connective.
3        Relations marked with an underspecified connective thus constitute an inter-
mediate level between implicit and explicitly marked discourse relations: there is 
an explicit connective, but it only partially matches the target interpretation and 
is underinformative in this respect. The objective of this paper is to determine the 
contextual and linguistic conditions that favour the production of underspecified uses 
of and. In particular, we want to test whether underspecification is more frequent 
and more acceptable in informal, unplanned genres, and whether it equally applies 
to different discourse relations (consequence vs. contrast), compared to relations 
marked by stronger connectives such as so or but.
4        We report on the findings of a corpus study and two offline crowd-sourcing 
experiments. First, we discuss the distribution and functions of and in different 
genres of spoken English, in order to compare its underspecification across contexts. 
We then present the results of a production experiment (connective insertion 
task) and a perception experiment (forced choice task), testing the preference for 
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and over other options in two genres (informal chat conversation, more formal 
online comments) and in two relations (consequence and contrast). The three 
studies converge in identifying a strong effect of relation type (and is dispreferred 
in contrastive relations) and, to a smaller extent, a partial effect of genre (and is 
slightly dispreferred in the formal setting), thus confirming both our hypotheses. 
Relevant previous studies are reviewed in the next section.
2. Previous studies
2.1. Discourse relations from implicit to explicit
5 Discourse or coherence relations are non-compositional meanings that arise from 
the connection between two propositional segments, typically clauses or larger units. 
They include addition, contrast, cause, condition, concession, among many others 
(e.g., Mann & Thompson, 1988; Asher & Lascarides, 2003), and are pervasive in 
both spoken and written language. Such relations can be expressed more or less 
explicitly in language use, and this explicit marking is typically achieved through the 
functional category of connectives (also called “discourse markers”; e.g., Schiffrin, 
1987)  1, although syntactic or semantic features also play a part (Morera et al., 2010; 
Taboada, 2006). Still, the marking of discourse relations is usually considered as 
either implicit or explicit (as in the Penn Discourse Treebank, Prasad et al., 2008)  2, 
although recent work is striving to refine this dichotomy (Crible, in press; Das 
& Taboada, 2018; Hoek et al., 2018).
6        The absence or presence of an explicit connective is not random nor does it 
apply equally to all discourse relations. Many studies have observed that some 
relations are more frequently implicit than others, either because they are more 
expected (Asr & Demberg, 2012), less cognitively complex (Hoek et al., 2017) 
or because genre conventions allow it (Taboada, 2006). In this perspective, it 
is useful to adopt Sanders et al.’s (1993) operational classification of discourse 
relations into four binary features: basic operation (additive or causal), order (basic 
or non-basic), polarity (positive or negative) and source of coherence (objective or 
subjective). With this framework, each type of discourse relation can be defined 
as a combination of these features. We can compare the three relations under 
scrutiny in these terms: the relation of addition is additive-positive, contrast is 
additive-negative, consequence is causal-positive. We can thus see on which specific 
aspect various relations differ.
1. “Connectives” and “discourse markers” are sometimes used as terminological equivalents, although most 
authors draw a distinction and consider connectives as a subtype of discourse markers that specialise 
in discourse relations, as opposed to other expressions which are more specific to spoken language (oh, 
well, now), as described in Schiffrin (1987).
2. The PDTB also identified a number of relations that were expressed by “alternative lexicalisations” such 
as “the reason for this is”, but these cases are very rare in the corpus.
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7        Sanders et al.’s (1993) framework is also beneficial because it accounts for the 
variation between discourse relations in terms of order of acquisition (Evers-Vermeul 
& Sanders, 2009), implicitation in translation (Hoek et al., 2017) or processing 
(Sanders & Noordman, 2000). Converging evidence indeed suggests that negative 
relations (such as contrast) are more complex than positive ones (e.g., addition; 
Murray, 1997). No such difference has been strongly established between additive 
(e.g., addition) and causal relations (e.g., consequence). Sanders (2005) talks of 
a “paradox of causality”, which explains why causal inferences are automatic in 
human processing and therefore not costly. On this basis, contrastive relations 
can be expected to be more often explicit than implicit, in order to relieve the 
interpretation task. Inferring an implicit consequence relation, however, should 
not cost too much extra effort. We can wonder whether this line of reasoning for 
implicit relations also applies for underspecification. If that is the case, underspecified 
consequence relations can be expected to be more frequent and more acceptable 
than underspecified contrastive uses.
2.2. Connective strength and informativeness
8 Within explicit relations, connectives vary in their degree of informativeness or 
“strength” in marking particular relations, depending on the number of relations 
they can express and their different frequencies. The polyfunctionality of connec-
tives is well-known and concerns many items, such as while or actually. In spoken 
language in particular, speakers have to attend to multiple tasks at once, which may 
result in some connectives performing several functions simultaneously (Petukhova 
& Bunt, 2009). Asr and Demberg’s (2012) probabilistic measure of “cue strength” 
can be used to quantify how specific a given connective is for a given relation, thus 
ranking connectives from weaker to stronger signals. By applying this measure 
to the PDTB 2.0 data (Prasad et al., 2008), Asr and Demberg observe that most 
connectives are weak (i.e., they express many relations, which are in turn expressed 
by many connectives).
9        The strength or informativeness of a connective can be connected to pragmatic 
principles of discourse production and comprehension, starting from Grice’s con-
versational maxims, Horn’s (1984) Q and R principles, to more recent accounts 
(Uniform Information Density hypothesis, Levy & Jaeger, 2007; Rational Speech 
Act theory, Frank & Goodman, 2012). They all suggest that expected or available 
information will not be further marked explicitly, while unavailable information 
requires explicit marking, in order to avoid too much effort from both speaker and 
listener (see Asr & Demberg, 2015 for an application to implicit discourse relations). 
By combining considerations of relation complexity and informativeness, it can be 
hypothesised that contrast will require stronger connectives than addition, given 
that a weak cue of contrast would result in a peak in information density in the 
second argument (once the contrast relation is retrieved).
10        Another factor impacting connective strength, besides the complexity of the 
target relation, may be related to the communicative setting. Corpus studies suggest 
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that connective types and discourse relations vary tremendously across contexts 
and modalities. Comparing various academic settings, Biber (2006) concluded 
that some connectives such as however or therefore mostly occur in writing, not in 
speech. Crible (2018: 109) further showed that some relations (e.g., consequence, 
concession) are highly frequent in “intermediary and formal registers but not in 
casual conversations”. Such findings can be explained by genre conventions, which 
impose a certain level of formality and recipient design, and by cognitive resources, 
which are typically limited in spontaneous conversation, because of time and planning 
pressure. It is therefore interesting to investigate whether such genre variation also 
applies to and, given that it is frequently underspecified. Experimental validation 
of this genre effect is still lacking and is precisely the subject of the present study.
2.3. And: underspecification beyond addition
11 The additive conjunction and is a particularly weak cue for relations such as contrast 
or consequence, which are conceptually more specific (or more complex) than addition 
and are typically expressed by other connectives. Studies from various frameworks 
and methods (theoretical, corpus-based, experimental) converge in observing a large 
number of relations expressed by and or its crosslinguistic equivalents, including 
negative and causal ones (e.g., Gómez Txurruka, 2003; Kitis, 2000; Pander Maat, 
1999). Consider examples [1]-[3] from the ICE-GB corpus (Nelson et al., 2002).
[1] my name is Sam (560 ms) um and I run an amphibious tour operation in Plymouth
[2] God was so horrified at the fact (340 ms) um that he kind of smited the church and 
the spire (900 ms) uh became crooked
[3] there are the kind of people that are interested in other people (950 ms) and there 
are the kind of people that are uninterested in other people
12        In [1], and is used in its basic additive or continuative function in a descriptive 
passage, as Schiffrin (2006) already described in spoken data. In [2], there is a 
cause-effect relation between the two clauses connected by and, which is reflected 
in the use of the verb became. In [3], the speaker is contrasting two kinds of people 
and does so with a clear structural repetition and antonyms in the two clauses. 
Despite the additive semantics of and, these examples show that it is compatible 
with a broad range of discourse relations.
13        This large functional spectrum is the product of the fact that the basic, most 
frequent meaning of and is virtually empty and is therefore compatible with many 
contextual inferences. In addition, and is one of the most frequent connectives in 
English (Prasad et al., 2008) and thus occurs in different types of contexts. In spoken 
discourse, Barth-Weingarten (2014) even showed that uses of and in utterance-final 
positions are developing, in which case it has a more discourse-organisational 
function, rather than its additive connective use. This pervasiveness of and calls for 
a better understanding of when and how it can be used.
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14        Yet, and has been somewhat overlooked so far, especially in experimental studies 
which tend to discard it as an empty connective. The underspecified uses of and (in 
its Dutch form en) are the focus of Spooren’s (1997) production study, in which he 
found that the temporal and causal (consequence) uses of the conjunction are produced 
more frequently by children than by adults, and by non-native adults than by proficient 
speakers. Cain and Nash (2011) included contrastive (“adversative”) relations in their 
study and corroborated these findings; they also reported that and yields longer reading 
times in causal or adversative relations, but that such underspecified uses are less 
disruptive than “wrong” uses (e.g., the adversative connective but in a causal relation).
15        In sum, and is highly polyfunctional and can occur in contrastive and consequence 
relations, among others, although these underspecified uses may vary with the 
context. We can formulate two hypotheses from the literature. Firstly, the production 
and perception of and vary with the target discourse relation, as an effect of the 
cognitive complexity of the relation: specifically, and should be more frequent and 
acceptable in consequence relations than in contrast, given that negative relations 
are more complex and therefore require stronger marking (HP1). Secondly, the 
production and perception of and vary across genres: its underspecified uses should 
be more frequent and more acceptable in informal genres, where cognitive resources 
are limited (resulting in speaker economy, i.e. using the same connective for multiple 
purposes) and where requirements of recipient design are less important (HP2). 
These hypotheses will be tested in three studies presented below.
3. Production: corpus study
16 In this corpus study, we investigate how the underspecified uses of and vary across 
genres. Following our second hypothesis, the core meaning of the connective is 
expected to account for a larger proportion of all its uses in the formal genres, 
whereas more variation should be observed in informal language.
3.1. Data and method
17 This study analyses spoken data sampled from the English component of the DisFrEn 
database where all connectives have previously been manually identified and disam-
biguated by the first author (Crible, 2017). The sample contains about 60,000 words 
of spoken English from various genres, which are grouped into three categories of 
formality: formal (news broadcasts, political speeches), semi-formal (interviews, 
classroom lessons) and informal settings (face-to-face and phone conversations). 
The transcripts are sound-aligned and were annotated under the EXMARaLDA 
software (Schmidt & Wörner, 2009). This corpus was thus selected because of the 
different genres it included and the rich annotations it provided.
18        A total of 2,908 connectives were manually identified. The selection followed 
criteria of optionality, clausal-level scope, formal fixedness (high grammaticalisation), 
procedural meaning, and relational function (see Crible, 2017 for details). The senses 
of these tokens were then disambiguated by the same annotator following a coding 
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scheme including discourse relations such as addition, contrast or consequence, 
as well as non-relational uses such as topic-shift  3. The coding scheme provides 
operational definitions, criteria and examples to help in the disambiguation process. 
For the purpose of the present study, we have grouped some similar senses together, 
in order to avoid rare values. The list of discourse relations and other pragmatic 
functions performed by and in our sample is as follows: addition (simple conjunction 
of two contents, no extra inference); adversative (contrastive or concessive relation); 
consequence (the second segment is the result of the first one); punctuation (the 
connective is used to stall, as a filler); specification (the segment gives a detail or an 
example); structuring (the connective performs some topic-structuring or turn-taking 
function); temporal (the two segments are chronologically ordered) (Crible, 2017).
19        In addition to and, we report on the distribution of but and so as baselines. These 
two high-frequency connectives typically express relations of contrast and concession 
(merged into “adversative” here) and of consequence, respectively, and are therefore 
relevant to the present study. If our hypothesis also applies to but and so, the effect 
of genre on the meaning variation of connectives will be further evidenced. The 
sample contains 966 tokens of and, 431 tokens of but and 414 tokens of so. We 
present their relative frequency per thousand words in Table 1.
Informal Semi-formal Formal
And 265 (9.73) 618 (17.53) 101 (6.43)
But 214 (7.86) 172 (4.88) 45 (2.87)
So 166 (6.1) 240 (6.81) 8 (0.51)
Table 1 – Frequency of and, but and so in the sample (normalised per thousand words)
3.2. Results: underspecification across genres
20 As a reminder, we expect the proportion of the core meaning of and to be larger 
in formal genres, whereas informal genres should favour its underspecification and 
present more types of discourse relations. Figure 1 shows the proportion of the 
basic meaning of and along with but and so (addition, adversative and consequence, 
respectively) in the three types of settings represented in the sample. We can see that, 
as expected, and is more often underspecified in informal genres (orange and yellow 
bars). The slight (and unexpected) difference between informal and semi-formal 
genres can be explained by the frequent use of and in specification relations in the 
semi-formal genre of interviews, where speakers are often asked to describe a given 
topic in further detail. Overall, the large gap between informal (e.g., conversations) 
and formal (e.g., political speech) brings substantial support for our hypothesis.
3. Sense disambiguation for connectives is a challenging and partly subjective task. The limits of the validity 
of this method should be borne in mind in the remainder of this study, and are discussed at length in 
Crible and Degand (2019).
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Figure 1 – Proportion of the basic meaning across genres for and, but and so
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Figure 2 – Sense distribution of and
21        The hypothesis is also true for but and so, which confirms a consistent genre 
effect on connective use. The basic meaning takes up a much larger proportion in the 
formal genres, close or up to 100% of the uses for but and so. Our genre hypothesis 
therefore seems to be confirmed, as far as this sample is concerned.
22        We can zoom in on and to see which particular relations or functions are 
expressed besides its core additive meaning (Figure 2). Up to six other functions are 
expressed by and in the sample, primarily consequence and specification relations 
as well as structuring functions. Such underspecified uses are almost non-existent 
in the formal data, where no adversative (i.e., contrastive) uses can be observed. 
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However, and expresses consequence at a similar rate in all three settings. This 
could relate to the fact that consequence is not a very complex relation and can 
easily be inferred from underspecified and, therefore such uses are not affected by 
genre conventions, contrary to the adversative uses.
23        In sum, both our hypotheses are confirmed by this corpus study: underspecifi-
cation is more frequent in informal genres, and and cannot be used in contrastive 
relations in the formal genre (it is already rare in informal genres). There is thus 
an apparent relationship between functional spectrum and genre in production. We 
will now test whether these observations hold in experimental conditions, both 
from the viewpoint of production and perception (acceptability).
4. Production: connective insertion
24 In this first experiment, we are measuring participants’ preferences in the connectives 
that they consider the best possible fit between pairs of sentences representing 
relations of contrast or consequence. These two relations were selected on the 
basis of their distribution in the corpus study: consequence is an underspecified 
use of and which is much less frequent than the basic additive meaning but can 
still be found in formal genres; contrastive uses, however, were not found in 
formal genres. Consequence and contrast thus differ in their formality when they 
are expressed by and. By manipulating the discourse relation and the text genre, 
we aim to reproduce the production effects found in corpus data. We expect that 
participants will avoid using and as a connective to mark contrastive meanings in 
the formal genre, but may be more likely to use and in a contrastive context in 
informal genres.
4.1. Materials
25 Materials for this experiment (and the next) were extracted from the chat compo-
nent of the Loyola CMC corpus (Goldstein-Stewart et al., 2008), which contains 
recordings of American university students. This corpus was selected because 
it includes data from computer-mediated communication (chat conversations), 
which combines features of writing and features of informal language. Since 
our experiments use materials in their written format, this affordance of the 
Loyola CMC corpus was privileged over corpora containing speech exclusively 
(such as the DisFrEn dataset used in the corpus study above). In the corpus, 
the sentences were originally related by various connectives, including and, but, 
so, however or therefore. We only extracted cases of explicit relations (i.e., with 
an explicit connective). Some sentences were slightly modified to better match 
standard English, in spelling, lexicon or syntax.
26        From this original data, we selected relations of contrast and of consequence. To 
do so, we checked whether all uses of but and however corresponded to either contrast 
or concession, and whether so and therefore always expressed consequence. For 
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relations originally marked by and, because of its tendency towards underspecification, 
we pre-tested the interpretation of sentences in a crowd-sourced disambiguation task 
by naïve participants. The materials to be disambiguated consisted in 80 relations 
originally marked by and from the Loyola CMC corpus, divided into four lists 
of 20. In each list, each relation was pre-annotated by an expert as either additive 
(10 cases), adversative (5 cases) or consequential (5 cases). The sentences were 
presented without the original and. Participants had to choose between the following 
list of options: in addition, plus, therefore, as a result, by contrast, whereas, nevertheless, 
yet, in addition to manual answers if none of the options was selected. Each list 
was seen by 20 remunerated participants on Prolific Academic. We then measured 
the agreement between participants for the inserted connectives, and only selected 
relations with an agreement score of 80% or higher.
27        For the present study, we ended up with 24 different items, balanced across 
relation type and original connective as follows: 10 relations of consequence (4 and, 
4 so, 2 therefore), 10 relations of contrast (4 and, 4 but, 2 however), 4 distractors 
(2 temporal and 2 conditional relations). We then manipulated the formality of 
the sentences by creating a second, more formal version of each pair, compared 
to the original “chat” version (conversational, spoken-like). This second version 
was meant to represent comments to online press articles (not conversational, 
more written-like). The genre of comments was selected because of its assumed 
familiarity to participants, as opposed to more formal genres such as newspaper 
articles, which most of our participants will never have produced. However, the 
specific genre is not as relevant to our study as the linguistic features that are 
associated with it, and our main aim was to create more formal versions of the 
materials from the chat corpus. To do so, we made systematic changes to the 
punctuation (capital letters and punctuation signs added), verb contractions 
(e.g., “won’t” into “will not”) and lexical register (e.g., “locked up in jail” into 
“imprisoned”).
28        In addition to these linguistic changes, the visual display of the text on screen 
was also different for the two genres: the chat versions were presented as lines in a 
chatbox; the comment versions were presented as a paragraph, with a title containing 
the pseudonym of the writer, the location and the date. Previous and following 
sentences were blurred (see Figures 3 and 4).
Figure 3 – Display for the comments materials
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Figure 4 – Display for the chat materials
4.2. Procedure
29 In the experiment, the original connectives were removed from the sentences, 
rendering the relations virtually implicit. The participants had to drag and drop 
a connective from a list of options (cf. Figure 3) including and, but, so, however, 
therefore, if, before, as well as a manual entry option (“none of these”) and a null 
option (“nothing”). The experiment was programmed on LingoTurk (Pusse et al., 
2016) and run on Prolific Academic. Two groups of 30 native English speakers were 
recruited and remunerated (8€ per hour).
30        Answers were first coded as either correct or incorrect depending on whether 
they matched the target relation. The type of connective inserted was then classified 
into underspecified (and), appropriate (but, so) or strong (however, therefore). In the 
following, we only report the data from correct insertions, excluding distractors, 
wrong insertions (e.g., however in a consequence relation) and null insertions (no 
connective), which amounts to 2,030 insertions.
4.3. Results
31 As a reminder, we are testing for an effect of relation type (fewer and-insertions in 
contrastive relations; HP1) and of genre (fewer and-insertions in comments; HP2). 
Table 2 presents the proportions of connective types (underspecified, appropriate 
or strong) across conditions. The mosaic plots in Figures 5 and 6 show the Pearson 
residuals for the two independent variables: the colours on the graph show the 
deviation from the expected frequency (blue for fewer observed than expected, red 
for more observed than expected), based on a chi-square test. These graphs allow 
us to identify which specific combinations of variables were significantly more or 
less frequent than expected. We observe a significant effect of relation type, with 
much fewer insertions of underspecified and in contrast than in consequence, which 
confirms our first hypothesis. As for the effect of genre, no difference is observed 
for underspecified and between chat and comment versions. However, there are 
significantly more strong connectives (however, therefore) in comments than in chat 
conversations for both relations (38.78% vs. 27.88% for consequence; 42.39% 
vs. 30.22% for contrast). The second hypothesis is therefore only partially confirmed: 
strong connectives are more typical of formal genres, but underspecified connectives 
are equally produced in both settings.
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chat comment Total
Connective conseq. contr. conseq. contr.
Underspecified 31.86% 11.38% 29.18% 12.50% 20.54%
Appropriate 40.27% 58.40% 32.04% 45.11% 44.38%
Strong 27.88% 30.22% 38.78% 42.39% 35.07%
Total 452 536 490 552 2,030
Table 2 – Connective types inserted across conditions
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Figure 5 – Distribution of Pearson residuals for connective type across relations
32        If we compare the inserted connectives to the original connective in the corpus 
materials, we notice that and was chosen in 20.54% of all trials, which is a substantial 
proportion given the conditions of the experiment (and facing equally frequent connec-
tives conceptually closer to the target relation). And-insertions are particularly frequent 
when the original connective was either and itself (29.47%) or so (25.85%), followed 
by therefore (16.45%), which leaves much smaller proportions for the two contrastive 
connectives but (7.16%) and however (5.99%). The high proportion of original so 
replaced by and is telling of the strong compatibility between and and consequence 
relations, which can be explained by the cognitive simplicity of this relation and the 
ease with which humans infer causality, even from underspecified contexts.
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Figure 6 – Distribution of Pearson residuals for connective type across genres
33        Finally, we ran a mixed-effect logistic regression in order to test the significance 
of relation type and genre on whether participants inserted and or another connective 
(Appendix 1). The regression returns a significant negative effect of contrastive 
relations on insertions of and (p < 0.001), which confirms that underspecified 
contrast is not a preferred choice of participants in this production task. Genre 
was not significant. This first production experiment thus confirms the corpus 
findings and seems to validate our HP1 (relation type) but not HP2 (genre). We 
will now test whether the same effects hold in an acceptability task, thus comparing 
production with perception.
5. Acceptability: forced choice task
34 In this second experiment, we are reducing the participants’ preferences to a binary 
choice between a weaker and a stronger version of the same pair of sentences. 
With the same experimental materials and conditions, we are looking to further 
confirm that underspecified connectives are dispreferred over a stronger competitor 
in contrastive relations and in more formal texts.
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Figure 7 – Display of the forced-choice task
5.1. Materials
35 The materials for this study are the same as for the previous one. To ensure the validity 
of the analysis, we doubled the size of the lists and added 12 more test sentences 
(plus 12 distractors) per list of materials. They were created following the same 
method as the others (extracted from the Loyola CMC corpus, pre-tested by naive 
participants who disambiguated the meaning of and, changed into a more formal 
version). We now have four lists of 48 items: 16 consequence (6 and, 6 so, 4 therefore), 
16 contrast (6 and, 6 but, 4 however) and 16 distractors (8 causal, 8 temporal). Half 
of the items are in the chat version, the other half in the comment version. The 
conditions are balanced across lists.
5.2. Procedure
36 Participants were presented with a split screen containing two versions of the same 
text, only the connective changed: the original connective from the corpus (and, 
but, so, however, therefore plus distractors) was confronted to either a weaker or a 
stronger alternative. There was only one degree of strength difference between 
the two connectives in each trial (e.g., and vs. but, but vs. however, but not and 
vs. however). The connectives were highlighted in red on the screen so as to draw 
the participants’ attention to them (see Figure 7). The participants had to click on 
the button underneath the version they thought was more acceptable.
37        The experiment was programmed on LingoTurk and run on Prolific Academic. 
Thirty native English-speaking participants were recruited and remunerated (8€ per 
hour). Each participant only saw each item once in one condition, and only did 
one list. Weaker and stronger alternatives were balanced across conditions and lists 
(therefore and however only have weaker alternatives).
5.3. Results
38 We report results for the test sentences, excluding filler sentences (causal and 
temporal relations), which amounts to 7,104 answers. We start by exploring whether 
participants systematically preferred the stronger option in contrast and in comments, 
according to the hypotheses. Overall, stronger options were preferred in around two 
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thirds of the trials. The data presents very small differences between conditions, 
but all in the expected direction: stronger versions are preferred in 64.86% of 
contrastive relations vs. 62.95% for consequence, and in 65.74% of the comment 
materials vs. 62.08% of the chat materials. A mixed-effect logistic regression (with 
random slope on the genre variable) indicates that only the genre effect is significant 
(p < 0.01), thus only confirming HP2 on the whole dataset (Appendix 2). This 
finding corroborates the result of the production experiment, where we found a 
preference for strong connectives in comments.
39        However, this analysis concerns all weak vs. strong alternatives, including cases 
where and was not an option. Given the focus on and in this study, we now report a 
regression model on a subset of the data including only trials where and was an option 
against but or so (see Appendix 3). This mixed model returns a significant negative fixed 
effect of the contrastive relation on the selection of and (p < 0.05), and a marginally 
significant negative effect of the comment genre (p < 0.1). In other words, participants 
prefer but over and in contrast, and tend to prefer but and so over and in comments, 
thus confirming both our hypotheses, although the effect size is quite small.
6. General discussion
40 The three studies partially converge in identifying a stable effect of relation type and 
genre on the production and perception of underspecified relations of consequence 
and contrast marked by and. The incompatibility of and with contrastive contexts 
is robust across all tasks. However, the association between underspecified and 
and informal genres, observed in the corpus, is only marginally significant in the 
perception study, and was not found in the production experiment, where the formal 
genre only affects the proportion of strong connectives such as however.
41        While we had expected to find a consistent genre effect, we only observed this 
effect in the corpus study, and found a marginal trend in the expected direction 
in the acceptability judgement task. There are several explanations for this small 
difference between the two genres. One obvious limitation of this study is that the 
genres included in the experiments do not differ strongly: they are both forms of 
online computer-mediated communication, and therefore lack the high formality and 
professionalism of printed texts such as academic or newspaper articles. Although 
comments are neither conversational nor spontaneous, the difference between chats 
and comments is more a matter of degree, one of them being more spoken-like 
(chat), the other more written-like (comments). A more contrasted choice of genres 
could lead to larger differences in connective choice.
42        A related issue is the unnatural setting of any experiment: behaviour observed 
in an experimental setting differs from natural behaviour outside the lab, primarily 
due to the so-called “Hawthorne effect”, whereby participants overestimate what is 
expected of them and therefore try to perform “better” than they would normally 
do. In the context of psycholinguistic experiments, this could translate into highly 
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normative answers. In our case, participants may have preferred stronger options 
over and across the board, regardless of the genre, as an artifact of this normative 
effect. This factor, although hard to test, cannot be ruled out in the explanation 
of our small effect size.
43        Moreover, the linguistic manipulation of the original items to turn them into 
more formal versions was minimal for some sentences, in order to make items 
comparable and make sure that the inferred coherence relation for the two versions 
remained identical. In particular, when the original sentences were short, there was 
no obvious step to be taken to strengthen the difference between the two versions, 
as in Example [4] below.
[4a] my parents are old devout catholics // they would totally support a more progressive 
Church
[4b] My parents are old and devout Catholics // they would absolutely support a more 
progressive Church.
44        In fact, we observe a large variance between items (see regression coefficients 
for the and subset in Appendix 3). Making further modifications to the sentences 
could address this issue, at the risk of creating large differences in the interpretation 
of the discourse relation.
45        Another explanation for the small effect size could be found in the presence 
of segment-internal features that compensate for the underspecification of and, 
thus making the utterance acceptable. There is a growing trend of research into 
discourse signals besides connectives, which tends to show that connectives often 
co-occur with other devices that help interpret the discourse relation (Crible, in 
press; Das & Taboada, 2018; Hoek et al., 2018; Morera et al., 2010). Our hypothesis 
was based on the fact that underspecification creates a peak in information density 
and constrains the listener to make an extra interpretation effort. However, if the 
lack of informativeness of and is immediately compensated by other elements in 
its co-text, then it is possible that the interpretation cost remains low. Under such 
conditions, and can occur in underspecified relations, even in formal genres. Some 
of our materials include such compensation discourse signals:
[5] an Iraqi whose family was killed in the gas attacks will love us for hanging Saddam // 
one who has to commute to Baghdad for work every day and wait in a 3+hour 
checkpoint line will be frustrated
[6] some people like things the way they are // many don’t
[7] I know that in my discussion group everyone else was against the Patriot Act // it 
seems here that everyone is for it
46        In [5], the contrast is further marked by the syntactic parallelism between the 
two sentences. In [6], it is reinforced by the negation and the verb elision in the 
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second segment. In [7], a cluster of signals including the antonyms “against” and 
“for”, the difference in verb tense (past vs. present) and the deictic marker “here” 
converge in signalling contrast. Corpus studies of these phenomena are developing, 
but experimental approaches are still lacking (Grisot & Blochowiak, 2017).
47        Another point open for discussion is the restriction to two factors of variation 
in this study. We have shown that underspecification does not apply equally to 
all relations and all genres. However, there might be other reasons why speakers 
are vague in their discourse, which were not accounted for here. For instance, 
we may lack the cognitive resources to come up with a more specific connective 
because of a physiological factor or a sudden trouble in lexical access; we can be 
deliberately vague to deceive our audience, or because we do not want to commit 
to a specific interpretation and our idea itself is vague, or simply for stylistic reasons 
and individual preferences.
48        Finally, this study points at a partial overlap between production and perception 
data, and between corpus-based and experimental methods. While triangulation of 
evidence is desirable in research, our results suggest that, as far as underspecification 
is concerned, it is not trivial to achieve. The strong differences that we found in 
corpus data were only partially confirmed experimentally. It is generally argued that 
language production and comprehension are highly intertwined mechanisms (e.g., 
Pickering & Garrod, 2007). Less is known for perception tasks such as acceptability 
judgements (see Didirková et al., 2018). For future work, using comprehension 
tasks on the same data would further extend our understanding of how we produce 
and interpret language.
7. Conclusion
49 In this paper, we investigated the effect of discourse relation type and genre on the 
production and perception of underspecified relations of contrast and consequence 
signalled by and. We combined a corpus study, a production experiment and a 
perception experiment in order to test two hypotheses: (1) that and is more com-
patible with relations of consequence than of contrast, due to factors of cognitive 
complexity and conceptual differences; (2) that and is more compatible with informal 
than formal genres, because of requirements of recipient design. The corpus study 
confirmed that and is more often underspecified in informal settings, and that it 
does not express contrast in formal settings.
50        Our production experiment (connective insertion task) only confirmed the effect 
of relation type, with very few insertions of and in contrastive relations, but no 
effect of genre. The perception experiment (forced-choice task) converges in further 
identifying a stable effect of relation type (contrastive uses of and are dispreferred), 
while the effect of genre is only marginal.
51        This study addresses a frequent phenomenon, viz. underspecification, which 
has been somewhat overlooked in the literature so far, typically focused on more 
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specific connectives. It also presents data from computed-mediated genres, which 
are only emerging in discourse analysis and in particular in experimental studies, 
which traditionally use newspaper articles (see Degand & Van Bergen, 2018, for an 
exception). It therefore constitutes an innovative addition to the existing body of 
research on discourse connectives. We call for further investigation of the production 
and comprehension of underspecification, jointly with other related phenomena 
(e.g., other discourse signals, cf. Das & Taboada, 2018), within or outside the field 
of discourse.
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Appendix: regression coefficients
Production experiment
AnswerCorrect ~ Relation + Genre + (1|participant) + (1|item)
AIC BIC logLik deviance df.resid
1,869.0 1,897.0 -929.5 1,859.0 2,025
Random effects:
Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.
Participant (Intercept) 0.4764 0.6902
Item (Intercept) 0.3691 0.6075
Number of obs: 2,030; groups: participants, 113; items, 20
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -0.86946 0.18895 -4.602 4.19e-06 ***
RelationContrast -1.39728 0.15285 -9.141 < 2e-16 ***
GenreComment -0.07565 0.14027 -0.539 0.59
Perception experiment (all data)
Selection ~ Relation + Genre + (1+genre|participant) + (1+genre|item)
AIC BIC logLik deviance df.resid
9,135.1 9,196.9 -4,558.5 9,117.1 7,095
Random effects:
Groups Name Variance Std.Dev. Corr
Participant (Intercept) 0.4764 0.6902
GenreComment 0.05055 0.2248 -0.62
Item (Intercept) 0.3691 0.6075
GenreComment 0.02169 0.1473 0.44
Number of obs: 7,104; groups: participants, 267; items, 32
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Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -0.52509 0.08341 -6.295 3.08e-10 ***
RelationContrast -0.00198 0.10511 -0.019 0.98497
GenreComment -0.16817 0.06047 -2.781 0.00542 **
Perception experiment (“and” subset)
Selection ~ Relation + Genre + (1|participant) + (1|item)
AIC BIC logLik deviance df.resid
3,056.2 3,085.7 -1,523.1 3,046.2 2,716
Random effects:
Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.
Participant (Intercept) 0.3766 0.6137
Item (Intercept) 0.5698 0.7549
Number of obs: 2,721; groups: participants, 267; items, 24
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -0.67024 0.22066 -3.037 0.00239 **
RelationContrast -0.60691 0.27701 -2.191 0.02846 *
GenreComment -0.16509 0.09097 -1.815 0.06956 .
